
At Abbey Academies Trust,  we understand the importance of encouraging
children to read for pleasure. It might not seem like a particularly

important task, but actually, research shows that reading for pleasure can
be directly linked to children’s success throughout their time at school and

even into adulthood.

Reading for pleasure opens up new worlds for children. It gives them the
opportunity to use their imagination to explore new ideas, visit new places
and meet new characters. Interestingly, reading for pleasure also improves
children’s well-being and empathy. It helps them to understand their own
identity, and gives them an insight into the world and the views of others.
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Zookeeper Fred loves snakes, but his favorite is a tiny green snake named Vern.
Vern is sneaky and constantly tries to hide in Fred's lunch. When Vern gets loose in

the zoo and lands atop a boy's head, it's trouble!

A few citizens demand that all the snakes must go and the Mayor closes the zoo
until the City Council decides what to do. Is Vern a menace? Are the snakes a
danger to society? Or a valuable resource for everyone? Who gets to decide?

The Questioneers need all their talents to help Zookeeper Fred, but in the end, it's
Aaron's art which leads the way.

Mixing STEM topics with a sweet story of figuring out your place in the world, this is the perfect
introduction to space for the next generation of space travellers, whoever they may be.

Budding astronaut Luna Scope wants nothing more than to blast off into space and explore the
cosmos, but how does she go from a cardboard rocket in her room to running experiments on

the International Space Station?

Enter Granny, who's about to teach Luna just how to make her dream a reality. From discovering
what shooting stars are really made of and learning how to complete a spacewalk, to rocket

building lessons by Mary Jackson and space shuttle trips with Mae Jamison- Luna and her
Granny take us on a crash course adventure into how to become a successful astronaut.

The unmissable follow-up to the phenomenal bestselling and award-winning The Last Bear.
Beautifully illustrated by Levi Pinfold

April Wood has returned from her adventure on Bear Island, but she can’t stop thinking about Bear.

When April hears that a polar bear has been shot and injured in Svalbard, she’s convinced it’s her
friend and persuades her dad to travel with her to the northernmost reaches of the Arctic to find

him.

So begins an unforgettable journey across frozen tundra and through glaciers. But in Svalbard, April
discovers more than she bargained for – a baby polar bear cub, desperately in need of her help.
April must navigate the dangerous Arctic terrain and face her deepest fears if she’s to save him.


